Identifying and activating more major
donors
Background: Traditional major gift prospect research and activation has tried and true
methods that includes wealth screening, asset verification, the use of affinity-based data
and endless variations of scores, funnels, workflows and the list goes on. These
methods of evaluation reliably uncover a portion of major donors but they generally
don’t account for donor behaviour, and they don’t update dynamically.
Some organizations want to go beyond the results that traditional methods get them.
Fundmetric can find the prospects that are likely to make a major gift that have not been
flagged yet.

How can Fundmetric identify and activate more major donors?
Fundmetric accomplishes this with clients through two main steps:
1) Fundmetric’s AI engine builds a model based
on current major donors. This uses people
who the data science teams knows are in fact
major donors (positive examples) and people
we know are not major donors (negative
examples). As an aside, deceased individuals
who never made a major gift can be valuable
data. The machine learns what are the
characteristics of a major donor and outputs a
ranked list.This can be based on hundreds of features generated by the
Fundmetric data team, not just the data your organization provides. Prospect
researchers and major gift officers are then able to review the list and provide
institutional knowledge and expertise.

2) Fundmetric then uses it’s personalized
video engine to generate an individual
video for each prospect. We use
several proprietary indicators (one of
which is time) to identify those who are
ready for conversations. The data is
then used further to inform the
algorithms and next steps for
re-targeting. Major gift officers can be
prompted in real-time of the prospects
they have not contacted, who are likely
to activate their specific major gift process.

Conclusion: This process can identify donors for immediate activation and the next
generation of donors. The changing demographics and the wealth transfer mean that
practicing this method will contribute towards futureproofing your organization through
early implementation of effective digital fundraising. There are several critical factors
such as the timing of these campaigns and the effectiveness of the campaign.
Personalization also plays a critical role in driving maximum results. It is the confluence
of all of these factors that result in success.

